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Following is the "Perspectives" section of the report of the titled officers to the
ILWLI's Twenty Sixth Biennial Convention, held in San Francisco, California, April
15-19.
Unions inevitably mirror the society within which they function. As the economy changes, so
too must the trade union movement. Our essential purpose—to represent the needs, interests
and aspirations of working people—is constant. But if we are to survive as a vital, contributing
part of this society, we must adapt to new circumstances.
American economic life is changing fundamentally. The growth of multinational and conglomerate corporations has insulated many parent corporations from the economic effects of
strike action. Basic US industries, the so-called "smokestack industries.- have been decimated
by foreign competition and, in some cases, their own unwillingness to modernize. Still other
companies have shifted production abroad, consolidated existing facilities, or sought refuge
from organized labor in the "sunbelt" states.

LABOR FORCE SHIFTS
The labor force is also changing. Competition for jobs is increasing. Millions of women,
formerly confined to the home, have entered the job market, often seeking jobs that were
thought to be the exclusive preserve of male workers. Many have found employment in the
rapidly emerging service sector of the economy, and in "high tech" industries. Older workers
are encouraged by law and public policy to work longer and delay retirement. And large
numbers of foreign workers continue to chase America's "pot of gold."
Finally, of course, we are living under the most anti-labor administration in modern times.
President Reagan's dismantling of PATCO marked a declaration of open season on unions. He
has stacked the courts, the National Labor Relations Board, and key regulatory agencies with
anti-union appointees who have regularly reversed years of even-handed legal decisions and
rule-making.
Two years ago, we concluded in this report that our first response to hard times and
employer attacks had to be a return "back to basics.- Our first priority, we said,'mUst be to
maintain and, where necessary, improve the quality of representation of the membership. Local
steward and committee systems must be bolstered and rebuilt. The energies of the membership must be tapped."
The story of the last two years, summarized in these pages, is the story of how the ILWU
has followed that prescription. We have circled the wagons, and held off the worst of the attacks. ILWU locals, often with the help of the International, have negotiated scores of contracts, protecting existing benefits, and moving ahead wherever possible. 'We've held concessions to a minimum. In every case—from deeply troubled sugar to the relatively prosperous
longshore industry—we've demonstrated flexibility, creativity, and a willingness to compromise, along with a principled trade union approach.
This report demonstrates as well that we responded tc continued hard times by strengthening our relations with the rest of the labor movement, and our ties with the communities in
which our members live and work. We have measurably raised our political profile as well.
That process of reviving and extending the basic structures which made the ILWU into a
powerful and respected union must continue. We have a great deal of work to do over the next
few years in what promises to remain a very threatening and unpredictable environment. We'll
need every possible ounce of membership participation. understanding, and unity to get
through this agenda successfully.

AGENDA SET
As soon as this convention concludes, bargaining over the key Northern California
Warehouse Agreement, and scores of related pacts, will begin in earnest. We have already
begun working on winning passage of new sugar price support legislation, which is essential
for the ILWU in Hawaii. We have got to continue our efforts to end the threat to ILWU
longshore jurisdiction posed by the growth of non-union barge operations in the northwest.
And the normal cycle of the bargaining calendar means in every industry covered by the ILWU.
members and officials will be doing everything possible to maintain and improve the standards we have established. That's a basic survival program.
But mere survival isn't enough. The labor movement is at a momentous turning point. We
are either going to break some new ground, or we are going to gradually find ourselves confined to a smaller, less relevant section of American political and economic life. We have to
squarely face the changes in thb times, and change with them.
There's a lot of thinking going on. In the midst of great transformations, it would be foolish
to insist that only the old ways work, and that we need only to cover our heads and wait for
the weather to change. The times require new approaches having to do with organizing
workers who have so far resisted unionism, stepped up political activity, more vigorous and
imaginative public relations, and new bargaining strategies.
This report is intended as a contribution to the increasingly urgent discussion about the
future prospects and direction of the American labor movement, from the ILWU's perspective.
We need new ideas, we need to reassert trade union principles which made as much sense today as they did 50 years ago when this union was born, and we need to figure out the relationship between the two.

JAMES HERMAN
President

RUDY RUBIO
Vice-President
CURTIS McCLAIN
Secretary-Treasurer
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"We've held our own"

ILWU Convention maps a program for hard times
SAN FRANCISCO-"We need new
ideas,- said the International officers in
their report to the ILWU's 26th Biennial
Convention, "trade union principles which
make as much sense today as they did 50
years ago.'
That, in a nutshell, is what the International Convention was all about-379
regular and fraternal delegates trying to
reckon with the trying times, trying to
make some changes and tighten up the
union's entire operation without abandoning the principles on which it was founded.
Hanging over the proceedings, which
took place April 15-19 at the San
Francisco's Cathedral Hill Hotel, were the
all-too-familiar problems of the day,
"declining membership, lower wage and
benefit settlements, and painfully slow progress in organizing in nearly all the industries in which we are involved,''said the
Officers' Report. "Employers are increasingly aggressive.The hostility of the federal
government and its agencies has become
routine."
"IN THE BALLGAME"
But, the officers concluded, "the ILWU
remains very much in the ballgame. The
union has shown an enormous capacity to
think on its collective feet . We've
negotiated some outstanding contracts.
We've held our own,despite strong attacks
by some employers. We've had to take some
losses, but they've been clearly different in
scope than if employers had been left to
their own devices. We've raised our political
profile, and we've begun the process of
rebuilding the coalitions so necessary for
our continued viability in the communities
in which we operate."
The International Convention adopted a
host of resolutions and statements of
policy, outlined on pages 6-9 of this issue,
ranging in subject matter from the arms
race to the farm crisis. These widely diverse
positions are united by a common
thread-the union's historic concern for the
solidarity of working people, for a peaceful
and non-interventionist US foreign policy,
for an end to racial discrimination and social
injustice.

Officers,
exec board
nominated
PORTLAND-Delegates to the ILWU's
Twenty-Sixth Biennial Convention nominated candidates for the three titled International offices, as well as for positions on the
International Executive Board.
(For an explanation of voting procedures,
please turn to page 8.)
Nominated without opposition were:
President: James R. Herman, Local 34,
San Francisco.
Vice President: Rudy Rubio, Local 13,
Wilmington.
Secretary-Treasurer Curtis McClain,
Local 6, San Francisco.
Candidates for the International Executive Board are:
Southern California (two to be elected):
Luisa Gratz, Local 26, Los Angeles; Tony
Salcido, Local 13, Wilmington.
Northern California (three to be elected):
Edward Fuller, Local 54, Stockton; Al Lannon, Local 6, San Francisco; Willie Zenn,
Local 10, San Francisco; Tom Robb, Local
34, San Francisco.
Oregon-Columbia River (one to be
elected); Bill Ward, Local 40, Portland.
Washington and Alaska (two to be
elected): Ron Thornberry, Local 32,Seattle;
George Ginnis, Local 23, Tacoma; Bob
Vaux, Local 52, Seattle; Teni Mast, Local
37, Seattle.
Hawaii(three to be elected):Thomas Contrades, Fred Paulin°, Jr., Shinichi
Nakagawa and Juanito Lavarias.
Inlandboatmen's Union, Marine Division (one to be elected): Don Liddle.
Canadian Area (one to be elected): Dave
C. Lomas,Canadian Area.
The International balloting committee is
to be composed of Alicia Metzger, Local 6,
San Francisco; Duane Peterson, Local 18,
Sacramento; Tom Lupher, Local 10, San
Francisco; and James Santana, Local 34,
San Francisco.

THE INTERNATIONAL'S FINANCES
For the future, the delegates adopted a
number of measures to strengthen the International's financial structure. -In a
union with the great and proud history of
the ILWU,- said the International officers
in a confidential report to the delegates,"a
union with a exemplary record of providing
for our members the finest contracts found
in their industries along with effective and
democratic representation, the International is the thread that ties us together and
facilitates our success."
The International, they concluded is a
service institution, funded exclusively out
of the per capita payments made by its
members. "Its ability to survive, function

and meet its obligations proceeds directly
from the willingness of its members to provide the necessary financial support.
Whatis necessary,the officers conduded,is
to balance -the financial needs of the International with the financial capacities of the
locals,'
SUGAR CAMPAIGN
A key resolution addressed the necessity
of raising the union's political profile,
specifically on the issue of retaining federal
protection for the sugar industry, which
employs some 6,700 members of Local 142.
"This International Convention.. urges
all locals of the ILWU to contact specific
Congressmen and Senators from their
districts and states to support the domestic

WILLIE BROWN

ILWU convention speakers

ARNIE WEINMEISTER

DIANNE FEINSTEIN

OWEN BIEBER

REV. BILL O'DONNELL

ASSEMBLYMAN WILLIE BROWN,Speaker of the California State Assembly,spoke
to delegates just after they had returned from demonstrating solidarity with
students at the University of California students protesting apartheid."Once we see
to it that all the pension funds and things of that nature have been divested,the next
step is to tell IBM, or any other company in South Africa, that we will not buy
another of your typewriters, your computers,or your word processors as long as you
have one nickel left in investments in South Africa." Brown also called attention to
the campaign to unseat State Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird,and urged the
ILWU to support her re-election.
ARNIE WEINMEISTER,Director of the Western Conference of Teamsters,accented
the excellent relationship between the ILWU and the IBT. "We will continue
meetings with the coastWide committee on our mutual problems.'1'hese are extremely difficult times and we need to unite against our common enemy. Employers are
raking advantage of economic conditions so our negotiations are all faced with
rollback demands. We look forward to doing everything to move toward a
cooperative effort. We will provide the help and assistance you deserve,and we know
we will get the same in return."
OWEN BIEBER, President of the United Auto Workers emphasized the need to
"strengthen our industrial unions. We share the perspective that when everything is
imported, no one will have a job. Your members depend on imports for jobs, but I'm
sure you would be just as secure loading exports for foreign markets... .It is not
enough to have good relationships at the top; we need to build power at the local
level"
DIANNE FEINSTEIN, Mayor of San Francisco, welcomed the delegates to the city,
and described the prospects of increased trade between the west coast and the nations of the Pacific Basin.
REV. BILL O'DONNELL,of St.Joseph the Workman's Church,delivered the invocation.

sugar industry and USsugar workers,"and
to -oppose the Reagan administration's
proposal to eliminate sugar from the 1985
Farm Bill"
PRODUCTIVE COMMITTEES
As always,each delegate was assigned to
a committee, which dealt with specific
resolutions submitted by the International
or by the locals, heard a variety of speakers,
and filed reports to the convention. These
included:
Resolutions (Al Lannon, Local 6, San
Francisco and Dave Arian, Local 13, Wilmington, co-chairmen; Bill Ward, Local 40,
secretary) always one of the largest and
busiest, met throughout the convention,
often well into the evening, to debate, and
either report on some 850 separate resolutions.
Constitution (Eddie Lapa, Local 142,
Hawaii; and Randy Vekich, Local 24, Aberdeen, co-chairmen; Don Liddle, 1BU,
secretary)reported out some constitutional
changes, along with the International's
financial report.
Officers' Report (Eusebio -Bobo"
Lapenia, Local 142, Hawaii, chairman;
Luisa Gratz, Local 26, Los Angeles,
secretary) held extensive discussions on
problems involved in preserving jobs in
mechanizing industries, upon the need for a
more effective Political Action program,
and on the necessity of continued efforts at
organizing, whatever the difficulties. "We
have circled the wagons and minimized our
losses, but this is not enough if we are to
survive."
Occupational Health and Safety (Dave
Lomas, Local 500, Vancouver, BC, chairman; Ted Escoto, Local 46, Port Hueneme,
secretary) discussed the vast number of
health and safety problems affecting ILWU members, ranging from exposure to
ethylene dibromide in Hawaii's pineapple
fields to hazards in the major container
yards on West Coast and Hawaii waterfronts. They were addressed by Jeff Jones,
an Industrial Hygienist at San Francisco
General Hospital, on the measurement of
noise and chemical substances to which
workers are exposed; and by Dr. James
Cone,about the uses and abuses of medical
monitoring in the workplace.
Publicity and Education: (Gerry Bitz,
Local 8, Portland, chairman; Roger Tacdol,
Local 142, Hawaii,secretary)heard a report
by Ed Herzog, Director of Information of
SEIU Local 790, San Francisco, on his
union's activities in setting up, at fairly low
cost,two television programs directed to its
membership.
"It might be possible for ILWU locals to
join with area AFL-CIO labor councils and
Teamsters to produce trade union oriented
programs on a joint basis,"
Credentials (George Ginnis, Local 23,
Tacoma, chairman Willie arm, Local 10,
San Francisco, secretary) accepted the
credentials of 43 regular delegates from
Northern California, 30 from Southern
California; 12 from Columbia River area;27
from Washington-Puget Sound; 18 from
Canada;9from the Inlandboatmen's Union
of the Pacific, Marine Division; and 185
from Hawaii, for a total of 324. From the
auxiliaries, the committee accepted the
credentials of 14 fraternal delegates, from
the pensioners, 41.
The sergeants at arms were headed by
Tony Salcido, Local 13, Wilmington.
Together with the staff, under the direction
of office manager Martha Amyes, they did
an outstanding job of keeping all the paperwork moving. Other members were Jack
Wyatt, Local 17, Sacramento; Mike Diller,
Local 20-A; William Coleman, Local 29;
Robert Willis, IBU;Jerrybeth DeMello and
Lawrence Kelley, Local 142,and health and
safety coordinator Russ Borgmann.
Finally, the host committee provided an
outstanding series of activities for
delegates and their guests, including an
"opening night" reception, a tour of the
wine country, hospitality rooms, the traditional ILWU banquet, and an evening at
the Oakland Coliseum with the A's and the
Minnesota Twins. All these activities were
funded by the voluntary contributions of
members of the Northern California locals.
Host Committee members included Leon
Harris, Local 6, chairman; Tom Lupher,
Local 10, Secretary; Danny Caruso, Local
54; Joe Gottardi, Local 91; Bill Linker,
Local 18; Charles 011ivier, Local 14; John
Dahilig, Local 17, Frank Billed, Local 34;
Annie Coleman,Local 2; Bill Kilgore, Local
75; Charlie Clarke, IBU; and Northern
California Regional Director LeRoy King.
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Alaska ferry workers beat back raids, takeaway
demands to win strong three-year agreement
JUNEAU—They were raided by other
unions.They faced a public sector employer
who was proposing drastic takeaways, and
a statewide economic crisis which had
forced many other unions to make substantial concessions.
But the 650 employees of the Alaska
state-owned ferry system, members of the
Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific,
ILWU Marine Division,have emerged from
a 14-month struggle with a new three year
agreement protecting all existing benefits
and conditions,and containing some important improvements.
Negotiations began over a year ago, with
a contract set to expire April 1; 1984."The
takeaways were unbelievable," according
to IBU Alaska Regional Director Homer
Sarber. -They wanted 50% cuts in our time
off provisions and overtime increments.
They wanted to eliminate language permitting us to respect legal primary picket lines,
to take away the minimum guarantee, and
the free passage rights we've enjoyed on a
space available basis."
RAID DEFEATED
Negotiations had to be suspended for six
months beginning in the winter of 1984
when the Seafarers' International Union
launched a raid on the IBU. The defeat of
this raid—by a vote of 339-69—was an enormous vote of confidence in the IBU, "and
really helped us when we got back to

bargaining," Sarber said. "We set a strike
deadline of April 1, 1985,and things moved
pretty quickly." Tentative agreement was
reached on March 25.
The final agreement, ratified by a vote of
317-14 contains none of the takeaways proposed by the employer, the Alaska Marine
Highway System. A three year term will
give ferry employees security in a time of

economic uncertainty.
Wages are increased by a total of 7.7%
over the life of the agreement. Included in
that figure is a $500 "ratification bonus"
considered as a token compensation for the
fact that the ferry workers went a full year
without a contract
PENSION GAINS KEY
Pension benefits are improved to include

.44eletih.
IBU Alaska Region Executive Committee members celebrate representation
election victory last January. Front row, left to right, are Cliff Chatham, Bob
Armstrong and Regional Director Homer Sarber. Middle row, Patrolman Jerry
Johansen, Linda Fjarlie and Virgil Campbell; standing, Dale Pulju, Lynn
Daniel, and George Riefenstien.

ILWU-IBT warehouse
bargaining continues

IWA rejects cuts

SAN FRANCISCO—As this issue of The
Dispatcher goes to press negotiators for the
ILWU-IBT Northern California Warehouse
Council continue to press for a new master
contract covering thousands of members of
both unions.
Negotiations, which began April 2, are
continuing on a daily basis. The current
agreement expires May 31.

Comp check
miracle?
OAKLAND—Charles
"Chuck"
Soderberg, a San Francisco day clerk of
Local 34, had his foot crushed while working as a dock supervisor for Forrest Terminal at Pier 48-B, when struck from
behind by a loaded paper lift jitney driving
down the dock blind. As lucky as he was to
have escaped with his life, his good fortune
ended there.
After some weeks of empty promises
from Forrest Terminal about when he
would receive his Harbor Workers' Compensation payments, the Union officers informed Forrest Terminal that we would not
supply manpower for their next vessel if
they could not furnish proof that they had
insurance coverage for clerks.
Miraculously a special messenger was
dispatched to Brother Soderberg's home
that same afternoon with a compensation
check which included all back payments.
This might make members stop for a moment and think about the benefits of collective bargaining and Union protection that
many of our working friends and neighbors
do.not enjoy.

all those retired prior to October 1, 1983
under the Public Employee Retirement
System's medical plan. This greatly increase retirees' medical benefits and
eliminates monthly premiums. All these
retirees may now also participate in the dental, vision and audio supplemental benefit
plan at a nominal cost.
Health and welfare benefits were also
significantly improved. The coinsurance
factor deducible has been dramatically
reduced. Dental, audio and drug benefits
have been improved. The union also won
significant concessions on vacations.
Other improvements were negotiated on
seniority language, clearing up lines of progression;on working conditions, to improve
work practices in the engine room,and safety practices in general; and many other
areas.
The agreement was negotiated by IBU
President Don Liddle, Sarber, Patrolman
Jerry Johansen, Ellis Lundin (deck department), Lynn Daniels (engine department),
Virgil Campbell(S/W representative), Mike
Wilson, Bob Armstrong (steward department) and Linda Fjarlie (purser department).
The Alaska Marine Highway System is a
division of the State Transportation
Department. The agreement remains subject to budget action by the state
legislature.

LA Port Director Ezunial Buds at the mike at April 3ceremoney celebration announcing the installation of a plaque honoring those who were killed or injured during 1934 maritime strike. On the podium were,from left, Port commissioners Joe Zaninavich and E. Grace Payne,ILWU pensioners'club president
Nate DiBiasi, Harry and Nikki Bridges and Local 13 President Dave Arian.

•

Plaque honors LA 1934
"Big Strike" martyrs

PORTLAND—Despite continued
economic problems in the Northwest
lumber industry, the IWA's rank and file
recently voted against a wage freeze and
other contract changes recommended by
the union's advisory board.
The recommendation was in response to
demands by Weyerhaeuser and other wood
products Biggies for deep concessions in
the three-year labor agreement expiring in
1986.
The advisory board met April 30 for -further examination, and to lay plans for the
future aimed at the 1986 negotiations,- Red
Russell, President of IWA Region 3 told
The Dispatcher.

LPIW members who struck 18
Louisiana-Pacific plants in June, 1983,
when the company's intention to smash the
union became evident, are still on the
bricks. About 70% of the union's membership in Oregon and four other northwest
states rejected the contract.
A press release issued by LPIW's
western council reveals that the first
quarter earnings of the Portland-based
company have plummeted 91% on declining sales due to the nationwide boycott of
L-P products.

WILMINGTON—More than 150 WU struggles to reinforce jurisdiction in
members and friends of the ILWU gathered the LA Harbor area."We're restating some
Wednesday April 3,at the southwestcorner of the things Harry said 50 years ago. His
of "B" and Neptune Streets, to unveil a struggle was to establish a democratic
"Bloody Thursday- plaque honoring the union, allowing the rank and file to deter1934 maritime strike.
mine their own destiny."I can't help thinking backward," International President Emeritus Harry Bridges
told the crowd."Fifty years ago we had our
troubles and we had our dreams. But now
our dreams have a touch of reality.- He contrasted the bad working conditions of the
1930s with the pay,benefits and conditions
enjoyed by today's longshoremen, and expressed his gratitude to the Port of Los
Angeles for making the memorial possible.
"THE WORK IS NOT DONE"
"The work is not done,- he said. "The
union has work to do, the harbor has work
Sibling cities ok'd
to do. Stay with it!"
PORTLAND—Portland and Corinto,
Although the actual plaque was not inNicaragua, are now sister cities. The action stalled, the
text, as read to the crowd,
followed a standing-room-only hearing at salutes the "early
struggle of West Coast
City Hall April 10 on a resolution introduc- longshoremen,- and refers
to a May 15,
ed by Commissioner Mike Lindberg, who 1934 confrontation between
strikers,
visited the Central America seaport several strikebreakers, guards and
policemen that Charter members of Local 6 auxiliary in Stockton include, front row, Irene
months ago.
left two dead—Dick Parker and John Knud- Davis, Dorothy Woodford, Alice Hernandez and Sybil Janoski; front row, Elsie
son—and 15 injured. The text called the Suarez, Darlene Hart, Evangeline Kilmer and Pamela Rhodd.
shooting the "first of a series of violent confrontations" that led to a "grievous incident" in San Francisco on July 5,
1934—"Bloody Thursday"—where two
STOCKTON—Eight women met SaturAttending members volunteered for temPublished monthly at 1188 Franklin St . San Franmore strikers were killed.
day, April 6, at the ILWU Local 6 hall to porary offices:
Co-chairs, Sybil Janoskie
cisco. Calif 94109 Second class postage paid at
The plaque also pays tribute to the "high form a Women's Auxiliary.
San Francisco Subscription $2 50 per year
and Darlene Hart; Recording/Corresponddegree
of
harmony
achievedthen
since
Evangeline Kilmer, wife of Local 6 ing Secretary and Photographer,
JIM HERMAN
RUDY RUBIO
Evangeand the"economic health attained by an ef- member Larry Kilmer,and organizer of the line Kilmer; Treasurer,
President
Vice President
Irene Davis;
ficient port operation."
group, introduced Business Agent John Membership, Elsie Suarez;
Mailing, Alice
Port Director Ezunial Burts drew ap- Davis who welcomed the women.
Hernandez; Telephone Tree. Pamela
CURT McCLAIN
plause
when
expressed
The
he
hope
the
that this
wives and friends of Local6 members Rhodd; Publicity, Dorothy
Secretary-Treasurer
Woodford; and
would be"the last time we have to puta pla- discussed the ILWU 26th Biennial Conven- Historian, Sybil
Janoski.
que like this anywhere in this port."
tion held April 15-19 in San Francisco,and
Membership is open to wives, relatives,
Local 13 President David Arian said that made plans for an upcoming StocktonDANIEL BEAGLE
BARRY SILVERMAN
the reminder of the struggle of 1934 was Livermore Local 6 picnic to be held May 18 and friends of Local 6 members who supEditor
Research Director
port the union's programs.
particularly important given current IL- at the May Nissen Park in Livermore.

th-Kirisittirain

Local 6 Stockton unit forms Auxiliary
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Medical, dental
choice month
SAN FRANCISCO—Active and retired
longshore families in the ports where
members have a choice can change medical
plans during the open enrollment period
May 1 to May 31, 1985. The change will be
effective July 1, 1985.
In San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland/
Vancouver and Stockton,active and retired
longshoremen may change dental plans
during the month of May.
MEDICAL CHOICE
The medical plan choice is between the
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan and the
Choice Port Insured Plan for Southern
California Locals 13, 26, 29, 63 and 94;
Northern California Locals 10, 18, 34, 75
and 91; and Oregon-Columbia River Locals
4, 8, 40 and 92.
In the Washington area, the choices for
Locals 19, 47,52 and 98 are Group Health
Cooperative and the Choice Port Insured
Plan.
DENTAL PLANS
For Los Angeles locals, dental choice is
between the California Dental Service and
the Doctors Sakai, Simms, Simon,
Sugiyama and Green group plan.
For San Francisco locals, dental choice is
between the California Dental Service and
Naisrnith group plan.
For Stockton locals, dental choice is between the California Dental Service and
Wick group plan.
For Portland/Vancouver locals, dental
choice is between Blue Cross of Oregon
Denticare, Oregon Kaiser Dental Plan and
Oregon/Washington Dental Plan.
Information on the dental and medical
plans and forms to change plans can be obtained at the locals and the Benefit Plans office.
All enrollment cards must be completed,
signed and submitted to the Benefit Plans
office by May 1 in order for the change to be
effective July 1.

Subaru cites locals
SAN FRANCISCO—For the third consecutive year Local 34 has received Subaru
of America's Achievement Award. VicePresident Richard Cavalli accepted the
Award on behalf of the members of Local 34
on March 6th at a special awards dinner
sponsored by Subaru. Similar awards went
to Locals 10 and 91 and to Pasha Maritime
Services.
The plaque presented to Local 34 reads:
"In recognition for the outstanding accomplishments in marine
damage prevention at the Port of
Oakland, CA by recording a total
damage frequency of .18%. This
Award acknowledges that Local 34
is number one in this field for 1984.As the officers noted last year and the
year before, the establishment and
maintenance of such a damage prevention
record should not be taken lightly; it can only lead to increased business in this Port
which in turn means more jobs for this
membership. It appears now that morejobs
will soon be a reality. Subaru vessels which
have previously discharged in Houston will
begin calling at the Pasha facility in
Oakland beginning in June due to the
significantly lower auto damage rate in the
Port. The autos will then be shipped by rail
to Houston.

Longshore, clerks and walking boss caucus met in San Francisco April 22-26.

Jurisdiction is key issue

ILWU coast caucus sets broad program
SAN FRANCISCO—Delegates to the
ILWU longshore, clerk and walking boss
caucus met here April 22-26 for a broadranging and productive discussion of issues
facing the longshore division. While a great
many issues were considered, the proceedings were dominated by discussion of jurisdictional problems which loom, in various
forms, on the horizon.
"We are dealing primarily with forces
outside of our collective bargaining relationship with PMA and solutions are not to
be found within the confines of the coast
agreement,- said the Coast Committee in
its report to the caucus. "We are dealing
with powerful and determined anti-union
employers backed by the Reagan administration, and committed to destroying the
achievements of the labor movement over
the last 50 years."
BARGE OPERATIONS
The jurisdictional discussion focussed
primarily on the ILWU's efforts to get a

handle on the operation of non-union barge
operations.The delegates voted to maintain

Larry Clark, Local 40, chaired the
caucus. At left, coast committee
members Robert Olvera and Dick
Wise.

Northern California caucus delegates.

Barge committee, subject to the appointment of a new chairman by International
President Jim Herman.(The current chairman, NW Regional Director G. Johnny
Parks, has announced his retirement.)
The caucus also voted to commit itself to
securing ILWU jurisdiction in the Alaska
barge trade; to proceed with current
negotiations for an area-wide barge contract, subject to local approval; to improve
the flow of information on such local
agreements between the coast committee
and the locals; to maintain the fighting
fund; to establish a coast jurisdiction committee; and to hold a series of area-wide
mass meetings on jurisdiction next fall.
SAFETY
After hearing a report from the Coast
Safety Committee on problems involved in
negotiating improvements to the safety
code, the caucus voted to accept the rules
agreed upon during the last set of negotiations, to hold the next round of negotiations
on this issue prior to the onset of negotiations for a new coast contract, and to
establish a coast wide committee to study
the particular safety problems posed by
container operations.
In other actions, the caucus agreed to
develop an education program, for Bmembers; to develop a division overseas
travel program, subject to a referendum
vote; and to affiliate with the International
Transport Federation. The caucus delegates also agreed to raise a number ofissues
with PMA,including the establishment of
an asbestos screening program, registration procedures,and affirmative action. The
caucus also instructed the Coast Committee to seek an updated report from PMA on
the effects of the CFS program adopted in
1984 bargaining.
WISE RETIRES

Coast Committee candidates
Northwest

California

Local 34 golf tourney
ILWU pros and hackers and spectators are cordially invited to participate
in the annual invitational golf tournament and awards dinner, to be held on
Friday, July 5(no work).
The tournament will take place at the
Boundary Oaks Golf Course in Walnut
Creek. Tee-off is at 10:30, with dinner
and awards immediately following. Nongolfing guests can enjoy themselves at
Boundary Oaks' beautiful swimming
facilities and tennis courts.
The tournament is limited to the first
80 paid players, so get your money in as
soon as possible to reserve a place. Noentries will be accepted after June 1.
Total cost per golfer is $55, which includes golf cart, dinner and awards. An
excellent buffet dinner for guests comes
to $23.
Make your checks payable to
CLERKS'GOLF TOURNAMENT and
mail to Tom Lucas, 16788 Rolando, San
Leandro, CA 94578.

the operation of the Puget Sound Area

Nominated without opposition to serve
on the Coast Committee were incumbent
Robert Olvera,Local 13;and Randy Vekich,
Local 24. Incumbent Dick Wise's announcement that he would not seek reelection was greeted with numerous expressions of appreciation for his eight years of
service. "Dick Wise has been a tremendous
asset in every aspect of the Coast Committee's work,- said International President
Jim Herman. "We look forward to many
more years of his activity in the affairs of
the longshore division."
The delegates voted to continue a twoyear term of office for coast committee
members.
Key speakers at the caucus included
Local 142 President Eddie Lapa, urging
support for the Local's effort to continue
federal support for the sugar industry. The
caucus was also addressed by Don Liddle,
President of the Inlandboatmen's Union of
the Pacific, ILWU Marine Division, and
Canadian Area President Dave Lomas.

Randy Vekich
Local 24, Aberdeen

Robert Olvera
Local 13, Wilmington

Larry Clark,Local 40,chaired the caucus.
Bill Ward, Local 40 was secretary. Tony
Salcido, Local 13, was sergeant at arms
with the help of Glen Anderson, Local 52.
Jim Herman acted as parliamentarian.
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Twenty-Sixth Biennial Convention

Programs and Policies Adopted t
On these pages are summaries of the
statements of policy and resolutions passed by the Twenty-Sixth Biennial Convention, held in San Francisco, California, April
15-19, 1985. These statements and resolutions will serve as guidelines for action on a
variety of subjects to the officers of the
union and the International Executive
Board.
They are numbered here in the same order as they were at the Convention. Where
numbers are skipped or are missing, it
means the resolutions were either filed, referred to a committee, or consolidated into
other statements.

R-1. Federal Budget
President Reagan's proposed budget for the 1986 fiscal
year continues the process of destroying the federal government's commitment to the social and economic security
of the American people. The budget uses the enormous
federal deficit, created by the wildly increased military
budget and the tax giveaways of the President's first term,
as an excuse to starve the non-defense sector. As expected,
it contains sharp attacks on programs which assist the
most vulnerable people in our society—the very young,the
very old, and the very poor. But it also contains severe and
damaging cutbacks in programs which working and
middle-income Americans have taken for granted for many
years.
The budget will terminate 17 domestic programs. All
told, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that the
Reagan budget, if allowed to stand, will drive over half a
million people into poverty, affecting in the main, women,
children, the elderly and minorities.
The ILWU is opposed to the Reagan budget proposals.
We are highly skeptical about the need for a continuing
escalation of military spending. We are appalled by the
cruel attacks on relatively low-cost social programs. Most
of all, we reject the philosophy of a bare bones.'caretaker••
government, when the need for an active, creative federal
presence is still so great. There are still too many hungry,
too many poor and unemployed, too many deprived of educational opportunity and adequate medical care. We will
work for rejection of the wholesale elimination of human
resources programs, a freeze on military spending, and an
equitable revision of the tax system which will close the
budget deficit by imposing fair taxes on corporations and
the wealthy.

Tax Reform
As the $200 billion Reagan deficit continues to undermine our economy, and as corporations and rich individuals continue to feast off of preferential tax treatment, the
issue of tax reform is receiving new public attention. Proposals to "simplify" the tax code already abound—with
the sponsors of each one claiming that their measure will
apportion the tax burden the most fairly.
It would be premature to try to spell out every provision
a progressive tax-reform bill should contain. But we well
know the abuses that stand to be corrected. In 1984, corporations paid only 8.8% of federal spending (other than
Social Security), down from 26.3% in 1960. Each of 128 major corporations that made combined profits of $57.1
billion since 1981 either paid no taxes or actually received
money from the Treasury for at least one of the last three
years. Two major corporate loopholes alone now cost the
government $65 billion a year—the accelerated depreciation deduction enacted in the 1981 Reagan tax cut,and the
investment tax credit. Tax shelters and loopholes for the
wealthy drain an additional $24 billion.
The ILWU will continue to monitor this issue by one
guiding principle: the bottom line of tax reform and
eliminating the deficit must be increased taxes for corporations and the wealthy, and fairness for workers.

Most impressive, perhaps, among the trade union movement's achievements in the post-war era is the development and extension through collective bargaining of
health and welfare plans which provide essential care to
more than 140 million workers and their families, union
and non-union alike. Throughout its history,the ILWU has
played a leading role in that process. The children's dental
plan for West Coast longshoremen negotiated in 1954 was
in fact the pioneer in the field.
Under the guise of closing a loophole on untaxed benefits
—and thus lumping health care benefits into the same category as the three-martini lunch,country club dues and the
company car—the Reagan administration proposes to impose a cap on employer contributions for medical care benefits, and treat as taxable income to workers the amounts
employers pay in excess of those caps. Specifically. the Administration proposes a tax-free cap of $70 per month for
individuals and $175 per month for families. Given the
present costs for hospitalization and medical care benefits,
dental care, and vision and prescription drug plan coverage, the typical ILWU member would have to pay taxes on

about $1000 per year additional income now,and substantially more in the future as premiums rise.
The President's proposal will destroy the results of
decades of struggle to make the best possible medical care
available to working people and their families. The Reagan
proposals will destroy our plans, not outright, but by starving them to death. Millions who toil on the edge of poverty
will be compelled to forego coverage because they can't afford to pay more taxes, and will turn to the tax-supported
welfare system for their medical care needs. Given the tremendous variations in the cost of benefits based on age,
family composition, and geography, the proposed flat cap
nationwide will inevitably pit workers against one another
in an unending struggle over how to best allocate the
money we negotiate at the bargaining table.
Therefore, this Convention goes on record as making opposition to the President's tax on health and welfare
benefits a matter of the utmost importance. The Convention urges that each local of the ILWU bring this issue
before the members, to explain in detail what is at stake,
and to see to it that we in the ILWU do our part in inundating Congress with expressions of opposition to the
President's proposals.

R-4. Social Security
Basic to the creation of Social Security in the 1930s and
to Medicare in the 1960s is the concept that our nation's
elderly citizens are entitled to at least minimal amounts of
retirement security. Reductions in Social Security and
Medicare compromise our commitment to millions of
Americans. This Convention, therefore, opposes the Administration's efforts to reduce the retirement benefits of
the elderly, and urges Congress to focus its attack on the
budget deficit elsewhere.

Agenda
R-5. Legislativeoffice
for another four years,
With President Reagan in
and with Republicans controlling the Senate for at least the
next two years, it is difficult to advance a legislative agenda which will do little more than hold the line. We remain
committed, however, to the defense and extension of laws
which are fair to workers,compassionate for the needy,and
which protect the traditional ideals of American society.

1)We will continue to work for jobs and public-works programs that will put the unemployed back to work, restore
needed public services and facilities, and refurbish our collapsing infrastructure of roads and bridges.
2) We will work to secure a national health care system,
financed and regulated by the federal government, which
will control skyrocketing health costs and guarantee access to quality medical care for all Americans.
3)We will continue to oppose the Reagan effort to gut the
achievements in civil rights that have been won through
blood, sweat, and tears over the last 20 years. We will also
continue to work for the enactment of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
4) We will continue to oppose immigration legislation
that would encourage discrimination against workers of
Hispanic or Asian descent, make it easier for employers to
prevent workers from organizing, create bracero-type
guest-worker programs for agri-business, or reduce immigration under the current family-unification provision.
5) We will continue to oppose passage of the "BalancedBudget" amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Nothing
now prevents the President from submitting a balanced
budget to Congress.
6) We will continue to oppose any amendments to the
Hobbs Act that would subject strikers to the heavy penalties of federal extortion law. All such measures that have
been introduced would not only intimidate workers from
exercising their right to bargain collectively, but would
lea' e the violence of management personnel under the less
punitive state and municipal laws that now properly cover
picket lines.
7) We will continue to oppose the Reagan
administration's four-year attempt to abandon the federal
government's responsibility for maintaining the nation's
ports and waterways. Enactment of this policy would jeopardize not only the jobs of workers who service our harbors,
but the entire national economy. We oppose any costsharing proposal that would favor larger ports at the expense of smaller ones, or that would penalize any port for
the particular nature of its primary cargo. We favor the
allocation of customs revenue for port maintenance.
8)We will oppose any effort to further decontrol the price
of natural gas, and we will support legislation to roll back
prices in order to save consumers from being further
gouged by the energy industry. Affordable energy is a
right, not a luxury—and is essential to the functioning of
our economy.
9) We will continue to support efforts to shield our
domestic tuna industry' from the dumping of foreign producers that has occurred over the last few years. The glut of
imports. resulting from a completely unrelated technical
distinction in federal law between oil and water packed
tuna, has already cost thousands of American jobs.

R-6. Voter Registration
Organized labor's participation, at close to full strength,
is essential to any effort to reverse the anti-labor, antipeople tilt so evident in American politics today. This Convention, therefore, requests the International officers to
coordinate a union-wide voter registration campaign
among ILWU members and their families, using the
resources of the locals, pension groups, auxiliaries and
district councils. This would also include investigating the
feasibility of using computers to compare the ILWU Dispatcher mailing list with county voter lists, subject to the
approval of the locals, in order to identify unregistered
voters among the membership.

R-7. The Farm Crisis
Economic problems of a size not seen since the great
depression of the 1930s are destroying farms and rural
communities throughout the U.S. This year—the fifth
straight year of agricultural depression—has already seen
over 150,000 farmers forced off the land, more than in the
last three years combined. Barring dramatic improvement,
fully 20% of America's farmers will lose their land over the
next three years, according to the congressionally-funded
Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute.
The Reagan administration has responded to the crisis
by urging a dramatic reduction of farm price supports, and
the dismantling of other rural programs and services put in
place over the last 50 years. The effect of this effort to
return to a "free market- in agriculture, according to the
Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute, would be
an immediate 15-20c."( reduction in commodity prices,
which would make it possible for only the largest corporate
farms to survive.
The survival of the family farm involves the preservation
of a way of life. It involves the economic and social health of
many rural communities. But the main issue is whether we
are prepared to have nearly everything we eat produced by
a tiny handful of agribusiness giants.
Current farm programs should be maintained, at least at
their present levels. Tax incentives that encourage speculative agricultural investment should be eliminated. But in
the long run, the solution to the farm problem is reduction
of the federal deficit, and the key to the reduction of the
deficit is a dramatic reduction in military spending.

R-7-A. Labor/Farmer Unity
The ILWU resolves to propose to the AFL-CIO, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, and other independent unions and to the National Farmers Union. the National Farmers Organization, the American Agricultural
Movement, the American Farm Bureau Federation, and
other farmer's organizations that discussions begin to
determine the issues around which unity may be built.

R-8. Central America
The ILWU will continue to use every possible avenue
to express its opposition to continued intervention in
Central America, particularly by lobbying against further appropriations. We afffirm our support tor selldetermination for all countries and negotiated settlement
in Central America. We urge cooperation with the churchled sanctuary movement which has emerged to provide
relief to refugees from the terrors of war and repression.

R-8-B. Nicaragua
The ILWU resolves to support efforts pressuring the
U.S. government to stop all interference in the affairs of
Nicaragua, including all forms of U.S. military intervention, aid to the contras, and the U.S. economic blockade of
the country, and to develop friendly relations with the
labor movement of Nicaragua, and support the efforts of
Nicaraguan workers to rebuild and defend their country'.

R-9. Aid to East
In East Africa, over a million people have been killed by a
devastating drought and famine and millions more will die
unless people around the world provide massive support.
Because these people are our brothers and sisters on this
earth, because of the great humanitarian tradition of the
ILWU, this Convention strongly urges all of our members
to make whatever contribution they can toward their relief.
Further, we should fight to shift U.S. Foreign Policy on
Ethiopia and support aid to building farm, irrigation and
other social-economic programs to help prevent future
famines.
We commend the members of ILWU Local 47,Olympia,
as well as members of Longshore Local 8, Clerks Local 40,
Foremen's Local 92, Portland, and Fish Local 33 who have
donated hundreds of hours of volunteer labor to load a
number of grain ships for Ethiopia.
For those of us who are not in a position to help in this
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way,funds can be sent to a number of organizations with a
proven record of being able to deliver and distribute food
and supplies in an efficient and timely manner. These
organizations include the American Red Cross, Catholic
Relief Services (check listings in major port areas), Oxfam
America (115 Broadway, Boston, Mass.), Lutheran World
Ministries(360 Park Avenue South, NY, NY),and Church
World Services(475 Riverside Drive, NY,NY)and Africare
(1601 Connecticut Ave. NW,Washington, DC).

R-10. South Africa

LI

it

President Reagan's policy of "constructive
engagement" has made the U.S.into a silent partner of the
apartheid system. Our country's economic stake in South
Africa now exceeds $15 billion in loans and investments.
The U.S. is South Africa's largest trading partner, supplying 20% of its imports—including substantial amounts of
military and police supplies, along with nuclear and computer technology. The administration has permitted South
African police to be trained in this country, defended it in
the face of U.N. condemnation,and nourished it economically by supporting its loan applications before the International Monetary Fund.
The ILWU will continue to support a policy which would
make it clear to the rulers of South Africa that its policies
will provoke decisive and costly changes in its relationship
with the United States. The U.S. should immediately terminate all sales of military, police and nuclear hardware
and technology. We will join the rest of the labor movement in supporting anti-apartheid legislation now before
Congress which would prohibit all new investment in
South Africa, and the sale of South African gold coins in
the U.S., as well as the withdrawal of current investments.
We continue to support the South African Congress of
Trade Unions and other legitimate labor bodies in South
Africa recognized by United States and other unions.
In solidarity with the black trade unions of South Africa,
American unions have played a leading role in mobilizing
public opinion. The refusal by members of ILWU Local 10
in late 1984 to unload South African cargo received wide
spread national support and stimulated the growing antiapartheid movement. The ILWU will continue to work for
legislation banning injunctions which make it legally impossible for unions such as ours to express themselves in
this manner on critical moral and political issues. Union
leaders have also been arrested for engaging in civil disobedience outside the South African embassy in Washington
and, in San Francisco, outside the offices of South African
Airways.
American unions, including the ILWU, have worked to
remove their pension funds from companies doing
business in South Africa. Working with various community organizations, we have supported divestment legislation in 25 state legislatures across the country, and in
numerous city and other local governments. The ILWU
has been active in pushing various port bodies to pursue all
legal means to ban South African cargo.

Nuclear disarmament is the most important issue facing
the world today. Every dollar or ruble spent on the creation
of some more explosive warhead, or more precise missile
system, takes us a step closer to the end of life on this
planet. Every such expenditure is a form of theft from the
poor and the hungry,from the very young and the very old,
from the millions of people—on the Ethiopian deserts or
the streets of San Francisco—who do not have a place to
call home.
The renewal of the arms race has in fact made America,
and the rest of the world, less secure. It has created a $200
billion annual deficit which this economy simply cannot
sustain. The ILWU will continue to work with other
unions, and with other community groups, to oppose such
policies. We will support candidates pledged to programs
such as a verifiable nuclear freeze, a ban on any further
nuclear testing, and opposition to the further development
of such weapons as the MX. Given the narrowness of the
President's recent congressional victory assuring funding
for 21 new MX missiles, we are optimistic about achieving
some measure of success in the near future.

From a trade union point of view,the undermining of the
National Labor Relations Act has been the most damaging
result of the presidency of Ronald Reagan. In their day-today administration of the nation's labor law, and in their
decisions on cases which come before them,the President's
appointees to the National Labor Relations Board have effectively destroyed a process which, with all of its imperfections, contributed greatly to the living standards of
American workers and the stability of U.S. labor relations
over the last 40 years.
The members of the Labor Board had, over the years,
maintained relatively high standards of neutrality and professionalism. But the current Board, headed by a former
—Continued on page 8

SPRING MOBILIZATION—Many ILWU Convention delegates chose to spend an extra day in San
Francisco April 20 to join 50,000 members of unions and community groups in a dramatic march up
Market Street, concluding with a rally at Civic Center. The demonstration, organized by one of the
broadest labor/community coalitions to come together in many years, focused on an end to US intervention in Central America,an end to apartheid,and the need for jobs and peace. Local 6 President
Al Lannon and Berkeley Mayor Gus Newport chaired the coalition. The rally was mc'd by John
Henning, executive secretary of the California Labor Federation.

ANTI-APARTHEID DEMONSTRATION —ILWU President Jim Herman and President Emeritus Harry
Bridges were tumultuously received by students demonstrating at the University of California against
apartheid. They spoke on behalf of convention delegates who had boarded a fleet of buses to drive
over to the Cal campus to demonstrate their support for their efforts to get the US Regents to
withdraw all funds invested in corporations doing business in South Africa.
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key resoluIN COMMITTEE—As usual, much of the convention action took place in committee. The
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tions committee was led by Bill Ward, Local 40, secretary; and Dave Arian,
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Silverman
Barry
Director
Research
Randy Vekich, Local 24. Don Liddle, IBU, was secretary.
the committee in its work.
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Convention delegates cheered as they joined anti-apartheid demonstrators
Sustained applause washed over the entire
body of ILWU Convention delegates as they joined
the anti-apartheid demonstration April 18 at UC
Berkeley's Sproul Hall Plaza. The more than 400
delegates had voted unanimously the day before
to attend the demonstration which began April 10
and continues daily; more than 200 students, city
officials, artists and other anti-apartheid protestors have been arrested.
The delegates' action came on the heels of their
adoption of Statement of Policy #10 at the conven-

tion which condemns apartheid in South Africa
and the Reagan Administration's policy of Constructive Engagement.
As the delegates marched behind president Jim
Herman, vice president Rudy Rubio and secretarytreasurer Curtis McClain, and the ILWU banner,
they received a standing ovation from the
students, faculty and other supporters already
gathered to hear speeches and statements of support from Bay Area unionists.
Herman, in his 15-minute impromptu remarks.

urged continued pressure on the °`facist" government in South Africa. ILWU President Emeritus
Harry Bridges also spoke briefly, as did Tommy
Trask, Hawaii Regional Director; Dave Lomas,
president of the ILWU Canadian Area; Al Lannon,
president of Local 6; and Leon Harris, secretarytreasurer of Local 6.
When the ILWU contingent left to reconvene the
convention, they were sent off with another standing ovation, rhythmic clapping, chants of
"I-L-W-U-, yelling and pats on the back.

Programs and Policies of the MU
—Continued from page 7
staff member of the National Right to Work Committee,
has created a bureaucratic nightmare. Recent Board decisions have narrowed the scope of protected union activities, permitted employers to interrogate workers about
union affairs, and lowered penalties for employer unfair
labor practices—to the point where these trivial fines have
become a license-fee for union busting. The Board's inefficiency, producing an average three year delay in the settlement of unfair labor practice cases, plays into the hands of
staffing tactics of anti-union employers and their consultants.
We have reached an impasse. AFL-CIO President Lane
Kirkland has suggested in all seriousness that Congress
consider repeal of the NLRA and let labor and management battle it out hand to hand as we did for many years
before the Act was passed in 1935. As drastic as this solution may appear, President Kirkland has certainly focussed the issue squarely—if we cannot get neutral and fair
enforcement of the nation's law, why continue the charade?
Ultimately, only the fullest participation of labor in the
political process can produce the necessary reforms in the
law and the appointment of a new Labor Board committed
to the preservation of collective bargaining and the rights
of working people.

R-12-A. Trade Union Rights
The ILWU resolves to propose to the AFL-CIO, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, and other independent unions, that a national conference of trade unions be
held for the purpose of developing a strategy for the repeal
of anti-union legislation, the restoration and strengthening
of the National Labor Relations Act, and the ending of the
anti-union decisions of the NLRB.

R-13-A. National Health Care
The ILWU resolves to make every effort possible,
through our contacts with other unions, and our political
contacts and any other means, to bring about a
Government-sponsored health plan so that every man,
woman and child can have health care furnished like most
other major countries in the world do today.

R-14. Jobs with Peace
The ILWU International and all ILWU locals who have
consistently endorsed a Call for Jobs With Peace, resolve
to take steps to coalesce and organize to demand that the
U.S.Congress and the President make more federal money
available for jobs and programs in all U.S. states and cities
for: food, education, public transportation, human services, the arts, housing, rebuilding the civilian economy,
conversion from military to peace-time production, and
developing a program of reciprocal trade with Europe,
Africa, Asia and Latin American;

R-15. Harry Bridges Building
Acknowledging that Harry Bridges, ILWU President
Emeritus, continues to be an active symbol of what has
always been great about the ILWU—an independent, militant, rank-and-file democratic union—the ILWU resolves
that the ILWU building in San Francisco be re-named
"The Harry Bridges ILWU

R-17. Organizing
We have to develop a new organizing plan for each area.
In order to succeed,such an organizing drive must involve
the rank-and-file in an active way. It cannot rely solely on
paid organizers.
As a union, and to benefit our members, we must
organize or die.

R-20. Illegal Internment
The ILWU resolves that it goes on record to support the
passage of Redress/Reparation Bill HR 442 for Japanese
Americans and the companion Senate Bill pending in the
1985 Congress. It also requests legislation be enacted prohibiting establishment of concentration camps for anyone
because of race, political or religious beliefs, and that U.S.
textbooks fully record the violation of human and civil
rights that occurred as a result of Executive Order 9066; it
resolves that all ILWU locals and auxiliaries be urged to
send similar resolutions to their Congress members.

R-21. Philippines
The ILWU resolves to object to, and actively take
measures against, the restrictive decrees and repressive
policies of the Marcos government against Filipino
workers which continue to this day; it resolves to promote
active interest in the general developments in the Philippines and their effects on the welfare of working people
through increased coverage in The Dispatcher newspaper,
conducting educational programs, and fostering relations
with groups which work for industrial democracy,freedom
of trade union rights, freedom for the Filipino people.

R-22• Sugar
1985 marks the 150th anniversary of sugar in Hawaii.
1985 also marks almost 40 years since the great 1946 strike
which was the first successful ILWU strike and the first
successful strike of agricultural workers in Hawaii.
While the number of sugar workers directly employed by
the industry has declined over the years, the ILWU still
represents nearly 6,500 sugar workers in Hawaii,as well as
workers at the C & H California refinery.
Sugar still remains Hawaii's largest agricultural industry, providing some 24,000 direct and indirect jobs,
$400 million in revenues to the State, $200 million in
payroll including benefits) and 10% of the State general

tax fund revenues.
It is predicted that the demise of the Hawaiian sugar industry would result in a drop in statewide employment of
6%,a rise in unemployment on Kauai, where 99% of total
cropland is in sugar, up to 29%, an increase in unemployment on the Big Island up to 21% and a rise in unemployment on Maui up to 18%.
Hawaii sugar workers are the most productive in the
world, producing more tons of sugar per acre per man-hour
than anywhere else in the world. In recent years they have
made tremendous contributions and sacrifices to keep the
industry as a whole viable. From 1981 to 1984 the cost to
produce sugar has been reduced by 8.4%.
However,the U.S. domestic sugar industry continues to
be threatened by surplus subsidized foreign sugar which is
dumped on the world market. It doesn't matter that
Hawaii sugar producers are the technological leaders in the
world—no one can compete against a world price of 4c per
pound. In fact, no one in the world can produce sugar for 4c
per pound.
Unfortunately, the Reagan Administration's proposed
Farm Bill for 1985 would in effect mean the death of the
U.S. sugar industry and quite possibly the high fructose
corn syrup industry. The proposal discriminates against
sugar by discontinuing its loan program while continuing
the loan programs for other commodities and lowers the
support price level to 10c per pound by 1990,a price lower
than the production costs of any sugar producer in the
world.
Therefore, this International Convention pledges the
continued support of the International Union and its
resources to help the ILWU membersin the sugar industry
In this fight to protect their livelihood.

R-23. Hawaii Tourism
Tourism is Hawaii's largest industry with millions of
visitors coming to the State every year and literally billions
of dollars being spent.
Accordingly, the ILWU Local 142 Tourism Industrial
Grouping is the fastest growing group of members within
the Union. Since the Union's first involvement with this industry over 30 years ago, our membership in this area has
approached 7,000 during the peak period.
The ILWU was involved in the initial planning process
when the industry was starting out.The ILWU negotiated
its first contract with a hotel in 1956 after another union
had tried and failed to represent neighbor-island hotel
workers. Only the ILWU had the experience, strength and
organization to effectively represent these workers.
Our members in tourism have made great progress over
the years by making full use of the ILWU organization.
However, the industry, while still growing, is going
through a period of uncertainty with many hotel properties
changing ownership and tourists shifting their destination
preferences.
The continued welfare of ILWU members in tourism
depends on the continued support of their union and the
willingness of the ILWU to continue to aggressively
—Continued on page 9
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organize the unorganized.
Therefore, this Convention pledges the continued support of the International Union in bringing the benefits of
ILWU unionism to unorganized tourism workers, through
organizing.

R-24. The Pacific Trade
Union Forum and a Nuclear
Free and Independent
Pacific
The Pacific Trade Union Forum (PTUF) is a growing
organization of Pacific trade union centers.
At its founding conference in 1981, the PTUF declared
its "determination to campaign for a Nuclear Free
Pacific.The only participating U.S. unions are the ILWU Local
142 and SEIU Local 556 who have been recognized by the
PTUF as representing Hawaii. Both local unions took part
in the planning and the inaugural conference of the PTUF,
and have maintained a correspondent relationship since
then.
The 24th and 25th Biennial ILWU International Conventions both expressed support for the goals and objectives of the Pacific Trade Union Forum.
Therefore, this Convention,cognizant of the historic role
of the ILWU and its founding principles, reaffirms its support of Local 142's participation in the Pacific Trade Union
Forum and the ILWU s support of a Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific.

R-25. Unemployment
Under pressure from the Reagan Administration and its
Congressional supporters, Congress has just enacted the
phase-out of Federal Supplemental Compensation Insurance—the only part of the unemployment insurance
system now actually providing help to the long-term
unemployed.
This outrageous action has been justified on the absurd
pretext that the U.S.economy has"recovered- from the recent recession and that unemployment is going down. The
3.2 million people who will now not be eligible for supplemental benefits beyond the basic 26 weeks are apparently inconvenient trend-buckers who no longer
deserve help.
A Congress that can afford to waste an additional $1.5
billion on the MX Missile can afford to maintain our
already inadequate unemployment insurance system. This

callous reduction of needed assistance should be reversed,
and the entire UI system should be overhauled and expanded—as quickly as possible.

R-26. Warehouse Bargaining
In an atmosphere of government attacks and employer
demands for concessions, Locals 6, 17 and 26 face major
bargaining struggles this year.
Local 26 faces the Thrifty Corporation, which covers
over 500 members and their families,as one of a number of
difficult negotiations, especially with the collapse of the
wholesale Drug Master Agreement
Locals 6 and 17 are in Master Contract bargaining in
alliance with Teamsters locals throughout the IBT-ILWU
Joint Warehouse Council in Northern California. A
breakaway "paper group" led by professional union
busters will mean additional problems. Local 6 also faces
X-ray technician and dried fruitindustry negotiations later
this year. All promise to be complex and difficult.
The International Union will continue to provide
assistance to locals during negotiations, and calls on this
Convention to reaffirm support to our warehouse sisters
and brothers in their effort to secure acceptable
agreements.

R-27. The Hazardous Bulk
Carrier Escort Bill
ILWU resolves to go on record as, fully and without
reservations, supporting Assembly Bill 1820, the Hazardous Bulk Carrier Escort Bill, introduced by Assemblyman Art Agnos and presently before the State Natural
Resources Committee.
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ticipate in the program through post card campaigns,identification of policy holders, and delegations to local insurance company officers.

OSH-1."Right-to-Know"
Given that workers and the public have a basic and
necessary right to information about chemicals to which
they are exposed, and that OSHA and other federal agencies have failed to address this right in a meaningful way,it
is, therefore, the policy of the ILWU to support and defend
state and local "Right-to-Know" laws and proposals.

OSH-2. Hazardous
Wastes and Emissions
This Convention reaffirms the ILWU's commitment to
preserving the environment from the excesses of our industrial system. We will support state and federal efforts
to strengthen existing environmental programs, support
new laws where they are needed, and seek adequate funds
for implementation. We will work closely with other unions, environmental organizations and community groups
who share our perspective.

R-P-1. Fifty Year Pins
The ILWU resolves that the International Office make
available to the locals 50 year pins, with the cost to be
borne by the locals, to be presented to eligible retirees,and
that henceforth all retirees be so honored upon reaching
their 50th Anniversary as a member of the ILWU.

R-28. Affirmative Action
The ILWU resolves to go on record in support of affirmative action.

R-29. Farm Labor Organizing
The ILWU resolves to support the Farm Labor Organizing Committee and the workers it represents in Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana, and the FLOC/Corporate Campaign program by conveying dismay at the corporate relationship of Philadelphia National Bank,Equitable Life and
Prudential Insurance with the Campbell Soup Company;it
further resolves that the membership of ILWU will be informed of the FLOC/Corporate Campaign and will par-

R-C-13A. Organizing
The ILWU resolves to recognize that organizing is the
lifeblood of the Union; that the best dollar spent is the dollar spent on organizing more new members into the Union.
It further resolves that despite the decline of organizing
possibilities as noted at the last International Convention,
that the International concretize an organizing plan unionwide; select targets within industries traditionally in our
jurisdiction and outside of it; it finally resolves that the
ILWU support, with available resources and staff, the current drives to organize among the ILWU locals as an affirmation of the International's commitment to organize the
unorganized.

Constitutional Amendments Passed by Convention
"Housekeeping" Changes
Those amendments described below are housekeeping in
character, and have no substantive impact on the administrative operations of the Union.
(1) In Article VI,Section 13,page 13,update the salaries
to reflect the 4.27c adjustments effective May 1, 1984 and
May 1, 1985, and provide for adjustments May 1, 1986,
and May 1, 1987.
(2) In Article X, Section la, delete in its entirety the second paragraph which reads, "Twenty five cents (25c) of
this amount shall be earmarked for the purpose of
building as per the procedure adopted by the 25th Biennial Convention of the International Union."
(3) As to the Political Action Fund (see Article X, Section la, page 23 and Article X,Section 2, page 25), provide
a new section dealing exclusively with the Political Action
Fund which incorporates both the procedure adopted by
the previous Convention and subsequently implemented
by the International, and the system of voluntary contributions. The new section shall read as follows:
"SECTION 2. The International shall establish a
Political Action Fund which shall consist exclusively of
voluntary contributions. The union will not favor or disadvantage any member because of the amount of his/her contribution or the decision not to contribute. In no case will a
member be required to pay more than his/her pro rata share
of the union's collective bargaining expenses. Reports on
the status of the fund and the uses to which the voluntary
contributions of the members are put will be made to the
International Executive Board.
"The voluntary contributions to the Political Action
Fund shall be collected as follows:
"One dollar and twenty cents($1.20)of each September's
per capita payment to the International Union shall be
diverted to the Political Action Fund where it will be used
in connection with Federal, state and local elections. This
one dollar and twenty cent($1.20) deduction is a suggestion only, and individual members are free to contribute
more or less than that guideline suggests. The diverted
funds will be contributed only on behalf of those members
who voluntarily permit that portion of their per capita payment to be used for that purpose.
"Each June,July and August,each dues paying member
of the union shall be advised of his/her right to withhold the
one dollar and twenty cents($1.20)payment or any portion
thereof otherwise made in September. Those members expressing such a desire, on a form provided by the International Union, shall be sent a check in the amount of one

dollar and twenty cents ($1.20) or less if they so desire, in
advance of the member making his/her dues payment to
the local union for the month of September.
"Those members who do not wish to have any portion of
their per capita payment diverted to the Political Action
Fund, but who wish to make political action contributions
directly to either the Political Action Fund or to their local
union, may do so in any amounts whenever they wish."

Per Capita
Payment of per capita by locals entitles such locals to the
full services of the International, including support and
assistance in collective bargaining negotiations, organizing, and the right to participate in International Conventions with full voice and vote as set forth in Article XI.
Per capita shall be computed on all members and other
workers who work under the jurisdiction of a local. Local
union requests for exceptions to the timely payMent of per
capita or the amount of per capita may be granted by the
Convention, or by the National Organizing Committee,
subject to the approval of the International Executive
Board. The titled officers shall have the power to make
refunds to any local for reasons of extenuating circumstances, such as organizing, servicing the local's membership as a result of economic hardships—or other good
cause, subject to the approval of the Board.

Successorship
Amend Article VI, Section 10, paragraph 4 to read:
"In the event of a vacancy in any of the titled offices, the
Executive Board shall convene within 60 days for the purpose of designating a successor to complete the unexpired
term, or to call a special election to fill the vacancy.••

Car Allowance
As the result of an audit of the International Union conducted by the U.S. Department of Labor, the Department
requires that the Constitution be amended to reflect the car
allowances that are paid to the titled officers.
Therefore, amend Article VI, Section 13 to provide:
"In that the titled officers are required to operate an
automobile in the course of conducting union business,
they shall receive for that purpose a monthly allowance of
one hundred dollars ($100), reimbursement for the cost of
gas and oil used in the course ofconducting union business,
and automobile insurance in amounts sufficient to protect
the assets of the union adequately in the event that they

are involved in an automobile accident during the conduct
of the union business.-

Travel/Subsistence
In regard to travel and subsistence, amend Article VI,
Section 13, page 13 to provide:
-Titled officers and members of the Executive Board,
when traveling on union business, shall, upon the submission of receipts, be reimbursed for the full cost of
reasonable hotel accommodations and necessary travel
and transportation expenses incidental thereto, plus
thirty-five dollars ($35) for meals for each full day away
from home, such amount to be pro-rated for partial days
away.'

I EB Travel
Replace those portions of Article VI,Section 13, page 13,
having to do with travel by members of the International
Executive Board with a paragraph as follows:
-When the Board meets at a place farther than two hundred (200) miles from the city in which the Board member
resides, the Board member shall receive round trip air fare
plus a maximum of one(1)day's travel expenses.For Board
meetings necessitating travel of less than two hundred
(200) miles and for other necessary travel when acting as a
member of the Board. Board members may travel by
automobile and will be reimbursed for actual mileage at the
rate of twenty and one-half cents(201/2C)per mile as per the
guidelines established by the Internal Revenue Service,
such amount to be adjusted as per subsequent adjustments in the IRS mileage allowance, plus other travel
expenses as provided elsewhere.

3-year Convention
Without diluting or compromising the rank and file
character of the ILWU and its strong tradition of
democratic control, the International Executive Board
believes that the savings in costs to the International, the
locals, their units and their members justify extending the
time between International Union Conventions from two
(2) years to three (3).
The International Executive Board, therefore, recommends that the Constitution be amended to provide for the
next Convention in April, 1988, and that Conventions be
held every three(3) years thereafter. The terms of office of
the Titled Officers and Board members are to be extended
accordingly.

MillISIDATCHEIt
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Roster of 26th Biennial Convention Delegates
Local 2, San Francisco, California: Annie
Coleman.
Local 4, Vancouver, Washington: Gary
Duback.
Local 6, San Francisco, California: George
Booth, Mary Alice Bynum, C. L. Duvall, Leon
Harris, Lola Hall, Javier Hurtado, LeRoy King,
Albert Lannon, Alex Loville, Alicia Matzger,
Curtis McClain, Henry McKnight, Robert
Moreno, Felix Rivera, Jim Ryder, Marcos
Simonidis.
Local 7, Bellingham, Washington: Carl D.
Kindlund.
Local 8, Portland, Oregon: Jerry Bitz, Frank
Keele,
Local 9, Seattle, Washington: John McRae.
Local 10, San Francisco, California: Al
Broussard, Tommy Clark. Rudy Garcia, Joseph
Lucas, Tom Lupher, Leo Robinson, Ralph
Rooker, Carl Smith, Reg Theriault, Larry Wing,
Willie Zenn.
Local 12, North Bend, Oregon: Lou Brock,
Doyle Williams.
Local 13, Wilmington, California; David
Arian, John Espinoza, Jim Gyerman, Richard
Ho, Richard J. Lomeli, Lewis A. Loveridge, Bill
Merino, Raul H. Olvera, John Pandora, Tony
Salcido.
Local 14, Eureka, California: Charles 011ivier.
Local 17, Broderick,California: Albert Bailey,
John C. Dahilig, Jack Wyatt.
Local 18, West Sacramento, California:
Duane Peterson.
Local 19, Seattle, Washington: Alexander
Baroumes. Rodney Cluphf. James Dean, Pete
Givogre.
Local 20A, Wilmington, California: Glen
Campbell, Mike Diller.
Local 21, Longview,Washington:James Herron, Stanley Tow.
Local 23, Tacoma, Washington: William
Bridges,George Ginnis, Philip Lelli, James Norton, Raymond Strub.
Local 24, Aberdeen, Washington:Scott Godfrey, Randy Vekich.
Local 25, Anacortes, Washington: K. Donald
Rowell.
Local 26, Los Angeles, California: Frank
Bielmeier, Jacqueline Fleming, William Foley,
Luisa Gratz, Adrian Rodriguez.
Local 27, Port Angeles, Washington: Raul
Uranga.
Local 29, San Diego, California: William E.
Coleman.
Local 32, Everett, Washington: Ronald
Thornberry.
Local 33, San Pedro, California: John Royal.
Local 34, San Francisco, California: Frank
Billeci, Gregory Delucchi, Thomas P. Robb, Jr.,
James Santana.
Local 37, Seattle, Washington: David Della,
Angel Doniego, John Foz, Leo Lorenzo, Terri
Mast.
Local 40, Portland, Oregon; Larry M. Clark.
Philip E. Pitzer, William N. Ward.
Local 46, Port Hueneme, California: Ted
Escoto.
Local 47,Olympia, Washington; Del Edgbert.
Local 49, Crescent City, California; Ken Brixey.
Local 50, Astoria, Oregon; Edward Corder.
Local 51, Port Gamble,Washington: Charles
Hansen.
Local 52, Seattle, Washington: Glen Anderson, Robert Vaux.
Local 64, Stockton, California: Edward P
Fuller.

Local 56, San Pedro, California: Guillermo
Canales.
Local 63, Wilmington, California: Joseph J.
Argento, Jeffrey Powell. Jerry Rich, Thomas H.
Warren.
Local 75, San Francisco, California: William
Kilgore.
Local 78, Fresno, California: Flay Deaton.
Local 91, San Francisco, California: Joe
Amyes.
Local 92,Portland,Oregon:Wesley Johnson.
Local 94, Wilmington, California; Donald
Draskovich, James North.
Local 98,Seattle, Washington: Don Miniken.
Local 500, Vancouver, B.C.: Denny Allan,
Steve Bushell, Dan F. Cole, Gordon Ralph,
William Kemp, Dave Lomas, Alex A. Point.
Local 502, New Westminster, B.C.: Kent Birmingham, Don Garcia, James Hoskins.
Local 503, Port Alberni, B.C.: Willard Gallic.
Local 505, Prince Rupert, B.C.: Thomas
Pilfold.
Local 506, Vancouver, B.C.: Don Jamieson,
Local 508, Chemainus, B.C.: Allen Saunders.
Local 514, Vancouver, B.C.: Doug Sigurdson,
Gerry White.
Local 517, Vancouver, B.C.: Lyyli Ellip,
James M. Jackson.
Local 518, Vancouver, B.C.: Clint Chard
IBU: Richard Estrada, Bill Hallet, Mike
Hallett. Donald Liddle. Lawrence Miner,

William Ratigan, Clifford Seccombe, Paul
Wuestewald.
Local 142, Honolulu, Hawaii: Willie Abear.
Sampson Aea. Rolando Agtarap, Amado Aginnaldo, Richard Aguinaldo, Potenciano Agustin,
Domingo Alboro. Jr., Florendo Ancheta,
Cipriano Antonio, Benito Apostadiro, Kuniyoshi Arakaki, Michael Arakawa. Rudolph
Anal, John Arisurni. Irani° Asuncion, Norman
Asuncion, Saturnino Bailado, Richard Baker,
Jr., Patrick Baniaga, Joseph Bautista,
Casimero Benitez. George Borom. Esteban
Braceros, Leticia Bueno, Jorge Buesa, George
Bugarin, Segundino Bungcayao, Michael Caberto, Rosalina: Cabingabang, Raymond
Camacho, Latricia Camara, Restituto
Cameros, Alfred Castillo, Pete Castillo, Melvin
Chang, Milton Chu, Winifred Cockett, Thomas
Contrades. Jose Corpuz. Larry Corpuz, Charmaine Dadez, Anna DeCosta, Dolores DeCosta, Frank DeCosta, Frank DeCosta, Jr..
Clayton Dela Cruz, Jerrybeth DeMello, Gilbert
DeMotta, Albert Dizon, Jr., Ernest Domingo,
Rizalino Dugay, Douglas Dusenberry. Edward
Espelita, Cipriano Erica, Raymond Espino, Isabell° Fajardo, Eseta Faletoi, Eddie Fao,George
Fong, Hiroshi Fujimoto, Guy Fujimura, Saburo
Fujisaki, Robert Fukunaga, Russel Fulp, Roy
Funtanilla, Wesley Furtado, Emilio Galingan,
Alfred Galiza, Orpiano Gandia, Felix Ganiron,
Robert G. Girald, Gilbert Gouveia. Jesus

Big Strike book ready
"The Big Strike," the long awaited photo history of the
1934 west coast maritime strike, by noted San Francisco
author Warren Hinckle, is now available to the members of
the ILWU.
The well-designed book lavishly illustrated with photos
and reproductions of contemporary newspapers features an
introduction by ILWU President Emeritus Harry Bridges, a
concluding note by International President Jim Herman,and
a fascinating essay by Hinckle on Mike Quin, the labor journalist who wrote the first "Big Strike" back in the late 1940s.
It will make a valuable addition to any trade union history
collection, and a welcome gift to your school district, public
library, or to any young person who wants to get a feeling for
what those days were really all about.
The book is offered at special rates to ILWU members and
locals.
Single copies cost $7, plus 50 cents postage and handling. Orders of 25 or more cost $6 per copy, with $1 in addition
for postage and handling.
Send your check or money order to:
Silver Dollar Press
1000 Mariposa
San Francisco 94107
IMPORTANT NOTE: MEMBERS WHO PAID A HIGHER
PRICE FOR THE BOOK WHEN ITS PUBLICATION WAS
PREMATURELY ANNOUNCED IN THE DISPATCHER IN
JUNE, 1985, WILL RECEIVE A FULL REFUND WITH THEIR
BOOKS. IT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR THEM TO REORDER.

Guirao, Hisami Higa, Melvin Hipolito, Leonard
Hoshijo, Desiderio lbarra, Clyde lmai, Domingo
Javier, Dan Johnson, Tony Kahawaiolaa,
Patrick Kaikuaana,John Kaleiopu, Mary Kama,
Ron Kamibayashi. Kahala Kanahele, Clyde
Kanaulu. John Kanaulu, Yoshio Kaneshiro,
Gladys Kaniho, Ethel Kapeliela, Gwendolyn
Kauhaapo, Mitsugu Kawakami, Lawrence
Kelley, David Kim, Burton !cog& Takeshi
Kouchi, Gloria Kuriyama, Ivan Laikupu, Eddie
Lapa. Eusebio Lapenia, Juanito Lavarias, Andrew Lazar°, Eric Lee. Lawrence Lee, Franco
Longakit, David Lopes,Quentin Lucas, Michael
Machado, David Maiwela, Thomas Makaena,
Myra Makanui. Montanito Manalo, Fred Maximo. Judi Meyers, Newton Miyagi. Mary
Miyashiro, Walter Moniz, Dave Mori, Filomena
Mortal, Gladys Naeole, Clyde Nagamine,
Shinichi Nakagawa, Allan Nakanishi, Ligorino
Nono, Stanley Oana, William Pacatang, Fred
Pagampao. Dorothy Pahukoa, John Parker,
Henry Parrilla, Garrett Passas, Fred Paulin°,
Jr., Fred Paulino, Sr., Harry Perry, Roman
Piano, Tom Poy, Bernabe Quitevis, Rodolfo
Ramos, Marcelino Realina,Jerry Rieta, Rodney
Rivera. Albert Rodero, Claro Romero, Frances
Rowe, Stanley Sakamoto, Adolfo Sanches,
Daniel Sarmiento, Pablo Sarmiento, Clemens
Savella, Esther Scharsch, Artemio Sensano,
Gilbert Shim, Tadashi Shoda. Clifton Siliado,
Edwina Smythe, William Snyder, Joseph
Soares, Ralph Soto, Barbara Stremski, Edward
Suzuki, Roger Tacdol, Akira Taguchi, Yoshito
Takamine. Elsi Takata. Wayne Takehara,
Noboru Taniguchi, Gordon Tavares, Alexander
Thomas, Gary Tomita, Martina Udarbe, Dwight
Urada, Herbert Uyeno. Reginald Valle,
Josephine Ventura, Phillip Vierra, Verna
Villaverde, Sybil Widemann, Rodney Worley.
Vivian Youell, Gordon Young.
FRATERNAL DELEGATES
AUXILIARY
No. 8-Wilmington, California: Mae Ella
Moore. Peggy Chandler.
No. 16-San Francisco, California: Clydenia
Austin, LaVersa Baugh, Bernice Colbert, Elaine
Yoneda, Lillie Stoneham.
No. 17-Oakland, California; Naomi Bailey,
Edna Crockerham, Alberta Guess, Anna
House. Anita Jenkins, Marian McClellans,
Wilma Richardson.
No. 2-Aberdeen, Washington: Andrea
Ramiskey. Jacque Vekich.
PENSIONERS
Pacific Coast Pensioners: Harry Bridges.
Columbia River Pensioners: James Foster,
Veronica Foster, R. J. Keenan.
San Francisco Bay Area ILWU Pensioners;
Germain Bulcke, Bert Donlin, Corine Massey,
Jack Orchid, Robert Rohatch, Mike
Samaduroff, Sylvia Smith, Tillie Sylvia.
Seattle Pensioners: Waino Mosio, Gus
Rystad.
Southern California Pensioners Group; Lou
Arian, Rose Arian, Edwin H.Comstock,Nate DiBiasi, Gordon Giblin, Pete Grassi, Arthur Kaunisto, L. L."Chick" Loveridge,George Mitchell.
Ruben Negrete.
East Bay Pensioners Club (6); Bill Burke, Ray
Degler, Ole Fagerhaugh, Paul Heide.
West Bay Pension Club (6): Alpha Baker,
Keith Eickman, Joe Figueiredo, Charles Hackett, Spil Pappas.
Oahu Longshore Pension Club (144 John
Elias, Masashi Kageyama.
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Convention delegates analyze issues facing ILWU
A number of delegates to the 26th Biennial Interna- the critical issues facing the ILWU over the next few
tional Convention were asked what they thought were years. Here are some of their responses.

JOE ARGENT°, LOCAL 63, WILMINGTON

GEORGE BOROM. LOCAL 142. HAWAII

We have to retain our jobs and jurisdiction. Our membership is getting smaller,
and yet the employers are making more
money all the time.

The members have to be educated to realize that our gains from the past are being lost because of the current administration's actions. We've got to educate
the people to keep the union strong.

DEL EDGBERT, LOCAL 37, OLYMPIA
My concern is that we stay aware of the
problems of other labor organizations.
The things that are happening to them are
a warning to us.

RAY STRUB. LOCAL 23. TACOMA

We've got to protect our jurisdiction.
It's going to be tougher to organize as
long as Reagan controls the Labor Board.
We need a government much more sympathetic to labor.

ALPHA B. HUNTER, LOCAL 6. S.F.

The attack on our health and welfare
make it short and sweet—jurisdicbenefits—that's going to be the next tion and work preservation. We need a
main threat. Or the attempt to make us solid program throughout the whole
pay. We've got to focus on protecting organization to fight to hold onto them.
those benefits.

DAN COLE, LOCAL 500. VANCOUVER. BC

Our biggest problem is that employers
are even thinking about working nonunion. It's certainly not a time to be looking for big wage settlements—we need to
strengthen our benefits.

Dealing with the NLRB. It astounds me
how laws are geared to benefit the employers. I really don't know if there's a way
to beat that until Reagan's gone. Our only
survival is to organize.

Organizing has to remain on the agenda as a priority for the whole union. In our
local, it's the number one thing.

MeDISPATCHER
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Candidates for ILWU International Executive Board
Northern California

Edward "Pete" Fuller
Local 54, Stockton

vote for 3

Al Lannon
Local 5, San Francisco

Willie Zenn
Local 10, San Francisco

Tom Robb
Local 34, San Francisco

Hawaii

Juanito Lavarias
Local 142, Hawaii

vote for 3

Shinichi Nakagawa
Local 142, Hawaii

Thomas Contrades
Local 142, Hawaii

Fred Paulin°, Jr.
Local 142, Hawaii

Washington and Alaska

Terri Mast
Local 37, Seattle
Southern California

Luisa Gratz
Local 26 Los Angeles

vote for 2

George Ginnis
Local 23, Tacoma
. . vote for 2

Tony Salcido
Local 13, Wilmington

Bob Vaux
Local 52, Seattle
1BU vote for 1

Ron Thornberry
Local 32, Everett
Oregon-Columbia
vote for 1

Don Liddle
President

Bill Ward
Local 40, Portland

The International Office must be notified of
the results by June 28, 1985. If the returns are
postmarked earlier than June 10, 1985 or if the
returns are not received or postmarked by June
28, 1985, the ballots will be declared null and
void.
Used and unused ballots and ballot stubs
must be returned immediately following the
election, either by first class or priority mail, in
order for the Balloting Committee to spotcheck local returns, as recommended by the
1981 Balloting Committee.

In any instance where the foregoing procedures are not followed, locals will not be officially recorded as having conducted the
election.

Canada vote for 1
Balloting Procedures
The International Constitution as amended
to April, 1983, provides for a local and/or a mail
ballot. Procedures are as follows:
Local balloting must take place during the
five day period June 10-14, 1985.
Mail balloting must take place during the
thirty day period ending June 14, 1985.
The ballots shall be counted in the local
unions, such count commencing no earlier
than the first day immediately following
June 14.

David Lomas
Local 500, Vancouver, BC

